Phasic and tonic modulation of impulse rates in gamma-motoneurons during locomotion in premammillary cats.
To determine the role of gamma-motoneurons in the control of locomotion, we isolated single units from nerves to triceps surae muscles in the premammillary cat. The limb used for recording was largely denervated, except for the muscles of interest, and fixed in place, while the other three limbs walked on a treadmill. One type of gamma-motoneuron (13 units) had a high impulse rate at rest, which changed little on average during walking, but was deeply modulated with each step (phasically modulated gamma-motoneuron or gamma p). Another type (19 units) had a low impulse rate at rest, which increased greatly on average during walking, but was not highly modulated with each step (tonically modulated gamma-motoneuron or gamma t). Peak gamma p rates generally occurred after peak EMG, often near the peak of tension. In contrast, peak gamma t activity generally preceded peak electromyograms (EMG). No significant difference was observed in conduction velocities for the two types of units. At rest all gamma t units were excited by natural stimulation of the fur over a large part of the body surface, whereas 3 of 11 gamma p units were inhibited. During locomotion the same natural stimuli had no observable effect on either type of unit. By recording in continuity from fine branches of the lateral and medial gastrocnemius nerves and stimulating ventral root filaments in continuity, we identified dynamic and static gamma-motoneurons in terms of their effects on muscle spindle afferents. After cutting the nerve branch distally and other ventral root filaments supplying the muscle, the resting discharge of dynamic and static gamma-motoneurons was recorded and found to correspond to that of the gamma p and gamma t units, respectively. Other evidence is presented for a correspondence between phasically and tonically modulated units and dynamic and static gamma-motoneurons, contrary to some suggestions in the literature.